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Chapter 209 She Instigated Her Subordinates To Beat Me Up

At this moment, the door was suddenly opened and Jonathan came back.

"Elena, what are you doing here?" Jonathan looked at the mess in front of him and could not believe that this was his home. Both

Adeline and Amara were in a mess and standing in the middle of the house. Elena was sitting gracefully on the sofa, beside her

there was even Ryan’s assistant.

Elena saw Jonathan come back and spoke first, "Actually, today Aunt called me and said me to come over. She said that her leg

was injured and could not get out of bed. She wanted me to take a look. But I didn’t expect that the only thing that I got from here

was only scolding.”

At the end of her sentence, Elena put a wronged expression and looked at Jonathan.

Jonathan looked at his daughter and wife and frowned deeply. "What is going on? Why did you call Elena over? Don't you know

that she is still pregnant? If something happened on the road, would the two of you be able to take responsibility?"

The thing Jonathan afraid the most right now was Ryan’s anger. He couldn’t believe that Adeline would be so stupid to call Elena

over. If anything happened to her, he didn’t doubt that Ryan would busy them alive for sure.

Adeline immediately started crying when she saw her husband. She came in front of Jonathan and pointed at Elena while crying.

"It was your good brother's daughter who instigated her subordinates to beat me up."

Jonathan also saw the footprint on Adeline's body, and it was indeed the size of a man. Then he looked at Elena, "What exactly

happened?"

"You already saw it. Why are you asking? Your wife was beaten up like this." Adeline sobbed as she spoke.

Elena had seen too many of Adeline's moves. This woman knew nothing than putting up a drama in front of Jonathan. Elena

looked at Jonathan and lightly said, "I just want to ask some questions about the accident that happened back then."

"You don't need to continue investigating. The incident that year was just an accident. Let bygones be bygones. Why are you

always holding onto this matter?” Jonathan said helplessly.

Elena looked at Jonathan and said sarcastically. "Uncle should try to persuade Aunt first. If you call me back next time and teach

me a lesson, I can't guarantee what Ryan will do to the Lewis family. "

Xavier stood by the side and looked at the people who were standing in astonishment. He then looked at his watch and reminded

Elena, "Madam, we should go back now.”

Elena nodded, "Yes."

Elena stood up and looked at Jonathan. "Uncle, Amara and Roman's wedding is already in preparation. Don't let Amara stir up

trouble again. Be a good bride. Recently, I will be going overseas with Ryan to take care of my pregnancy. I will be relying on

uncle for grandpa's matter. If there is anything, please tell me immediately. "

Hearing that Elena suddenly wanted to leave, Jonathan was a little surprised. "What? You want to go overseas? Your grandfather

hasn't woken up yet. Don't you plan on taking care of your mother?"

Elena did not tell Jonathan about her mother’s matter. She did not need to explain to him.

"I believe uncle will take care of them for me." Elena turned around and left after saying that.

Jonathan lowered his head and looked at Adeline and Amara who were in a sorry state. "What exactly do you want?"

"So what if that stinky girl marries Ryan? As an aunt, I need to teach her a lesson, okay?" Adeline already felt pain in her body,

but after being scolded by Jonathan, she became even angrier.

"Adeline, put away your little thoughts. If I don't have the power of Lewis family, you will never be able to enjoy wealth and

glory for the rest of your life. So don’t provoke Elena anymore." Jonathan said and furiously went upstairs.

"Look at how your father treats me now." Adeline wiped her tears and sobbed. "Amara, you have to work hard. In the future, my

wealth and glory will depend on you. "

If her daughter successfully married into the Monor family, then she would have no worries.

"Mom, don't worry. I will definitely not let you down. "

After Amara finished speaking, Adeline was finally able to relax.

At this moment, Elena was already on the way back with Xavier.

Elena looked at Xavier’s hesitant look and smiled. "What do you want to say?"

"Madam, for so many years, this is how they bully you?" Looking at the scene just before, Xavier found it hard to imagine.
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